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Our autumn highlight from the popular "Rajas of 
the Ganges"-family: Rajas of the Ganges – 
The Dice Charmers. With this Roll & Write version 
of Rajas of the Ganges, players try to expand their 
province with the help of 8 symbol dice, collect  
goods and sell them in the market, win over influ-
ential personalities in the palace and sail up and 
down the river Ganges .
 

The base of the "Rajas of the Ganges"-family is 
the basic game, here the magic of India began in 
the era of the Mughal Empire. With the Rajas of 
the Ganges – Goodie Box # 1 and # 2, numerous 
expansion options have been created, which are 
compatible with the basic game.

 The special challenges for our industry 

were - on the one hand, the numerous 

cancellations of trade fairs, promotional 

campaigns and events and, on the other 

hand, new ways of communication and 

product presentation had to be found and 

expanded. Here, the partnership and cre-

ative cooperation of the individual com-

panies was required.

All of this was only possible thanks to 

the solidarity, the constant growth in 

new challenges and mutual considera-

tion – we are proud of what we have 

achieved together in this extraordinary 

time and are now looking forward to see-

 The year 2020 is characterized by the 

corona crisis – great uncertainty among 

the population, numerous losses in the 

trade fair business and stationary retail is 

also struggling with the consequences of 

the pandemic.

ing and networking with partners, game 

enthusiasts and friends again Platforms 

in this special time.

Through all the setbacks and expe-

riences, we have managed to outgrow 

ourselves and to be able to present a 

fully stocked games warehouse with all 

the beautiful autumn novelties. In addition 

to Ludo Pack, we have also increased 

our own storage capacities in order to 

be able to respond even better to custo-
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mer needs. We are looking forward to a 

beautiful and hopefully stable autumn 

and an even more productive winter.

Information about editorial, dates and 

innovations around the industry, Hutter 

Trade and HUCH! find as heard on page 4.

Enjoy discovering our novelties!
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What would the world be without toilet paper ?! 
In Captain Wonder Cape, even superheroes 
have to go to the bathroom! It can of course 
happen that the paper gets tangled up in your  
own superhero costume. Embarrassing, embar- 
rassing – suddenly the beautifully fluttering cape 
is getting longer and longer, but unfortunately it 
is no longer completely pure. Face the tricky 
challenge – whoever has pulled the longest 
strip of toilet paper behind him wins the game 
and the title “Captain toilet brush”.
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The top values   of the earth can be found in the 
TERRA original, see this in the new design. 
Nobody has to be there, which proves that the 
game principle of the predecessors TERRA and 
FAUNA – scores with political combinations 
and clever treasures. 

Great turning and bidding mechanism:
With Fiesta Mexicana, nothing stands in the 
way of Mexican party fun! The special thing 
about it: The numbers on the player boards 
determine the bids and the places where the 

meal cards can be placed. If you cannot place 
a card, you can turn your player board by 90 de-
grees – and you have a new starting position 
with new numbers to bid!

Bluff and anger game for the whole family:
Who is brave enough to tease the tiger and 
throw a coconut at its head? Find out and slide 
hidden liana cards towards each other. Funky 
Monkey is a wild run-and-worry game for 
those who like to bluff and have fun.

Funny family fun to roll the dice:
While Jumpkin’s skill and luck are required 
to get the right jump positions, the players 
at Rollo have to combine cleverly and meet 
as many requirements as possible in order 
to convince with this fun, easy-to-use Yatzee 
variant.FA
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Forum Trajanum

                

Who is the first to succeed in reaching the tar-
get fields with his cups? The target fields are 
in Jumping Cups, however, the opponent’s 
starting fields at the same time ... Even if the 
opponent is blocked and can no longer move, 
the other player has won. In each turn the pla-
yer may move one of his cups forward. The draw 
distance depends on how many cups are 
stacked on the field.

Every 100 years, important wizards and witches 
gather in Witchstone to use magical formu-
las and rites to renew the energy field of the 
legendary witch stone and thus conjure up the 
preservation and strengthening of one’s own 
magical powers. Whoever shows the greatest 
skill in the occult procedure is appointed Master  
of the Hexenstein and thus gives his clan a 
special reputation.
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Our party highlight from America – What Do You 
Meme? – did not disappoint us with regard to the 
sales figures, on the contrary. The demand for the 
hit from the USA just overwhelmed us! That’s why 
there is now a fresh supply for all MEME fans with 
the Fresh Memes # 2 expansion.

We use the cheeky genre and stay up to date, be-
cause today Make Fake News Great Again is 

in the headline. Follow the example of heads of 
government to create your own Fake News and 
get your fellow players into a rage. Who brings the 
best news and becomes the headline hero?

Memocards offers a memory game with 3 in-
stead of 2 matching pictures. Who can find the 
most triplets in the times and forms?
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Welcome to the Land of Dreams, where the world 
is constantly changing as players try to shape 
their surroundings. In Dreamscape, players 
have to collect dream fragments and use them to 
create landscapes through which they can walk. 
A successful night’s sleep can only be maintained 
through constant optimization, spatial thinking and 
ingenuity.

So that the strategy game Dreamscape doesn’t 
cause sleepless nights, four expansion sets are 
appearing at the same time:

Will’O the Wisp – The tales of the ancients 
mention tiny creatures waiting for a benevolent 
soul to show them the right way.

The red raven – lurks hidden in the shadows. You 
can feel his oppressive closeness but you can’t 
shake him off! It’s time to face it.

The dream shapes – slip into the dream world in 
the form of cute animals. Some are smart, some are 
playful, but all are different.

White as snow – the snow has invited itself into 
dreams. You can stack it, let it melt under your feet 
or slide it a little further with its help.
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Discover more?
You can find more information about our program as well as offers and promotions in our current catalog.
We are happy to advise you personally. We look forward to your inquiry at 08221 3696-36 or info@hutter-trade.com.

Take a look inside
autumn catalog 
2020

There was reason to cheer at the Austrian Games Prize: Daddy 
Winchester was recognized as a “Game Hit with friends” and
Bermuda Pirates was awarded the “Game Hit for families”.

We look forward to new members to the HUCH! team! We welcome Felicitas 
Scheffer in sales. Felicitas Scheffer comes from the book trade and moved from 
Paderborn to Günzburg for her new job. Further more we welcome Eva Schock and 
Donato Diana in our export team. Eva Schock has many years of experience in 
the toy industry and comes to us from the beautiful city Ingolstadt. Donato Diana 
previously worked as a key account manager for international customers and will 
enrich the export team with his native Italian 
language skills and connections in the Italian 
market. The marketing section has already 
been supported by Christin Eckardt since 
spring, who has also added two four-legged 
colleagues to our office. The two girls Pepper 
and Luna have already settled in well and 
pass their working hours with play tests.

NEW IN OUR TEAM

Felicitas Scheffer Eva Schock Donato Diana Christin Eckardt
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